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Designed and developed to the highest British Standards, the MCMS60 Mobile Cement Silo is the latest innovation on the Mobile Range market for the concrete production industry.

Some benefits of the mobile cement silo:

- Easy to manoeuvre/park
- Easy access for maintenance
- Suitable for height restriction areas
- No concrete foundations necessary (if you have a hard compacted ground)
- Self erecting – no crane required
- Fully integrated chassis on the silo
- Own brakes and lighting system as per road regulations
- Extension platform to fit items eg: generator, water tank, portable office, admixture tanks, diesel tank, etc
- Extra jacklegs to hold heavy items on platform
- Own aeration system
- Fully dressed with filter box, high level alarm system
- No escort vehicle or authorities notification needed when on the road
- Very cost effective when moving to a different site.

Robustly built as to be expected of McCrory Engineering!

Quality and reliability guaranteed!
The McCrory Mobile Range is expanding...

COMING SOON:
Mobile Feeding Conveyor & Mobile Aggregate Bins

For the companies that “need to do more but still need it to be mobile”

Seamus McCrory
Managing Director
McCrory Engineering

25 years experience give us the ability to offer consultation, expert advice, manufacture and installation of any type or size of concrete batching plants.

WE UNDERSTAND YOUR BUSINESS! As a division of one of the major manufacturers of concrete batching plants in Europe we have an exceptional knowledge base from which to work and can provide advice and information on the parts you may require as well as ensuring a fast and efficient delivery of those parts.

Guaranteed next day delivery within G.B. and Ireland.
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